Overland 4WD Club of SA Incorporated

Meet and Greet Drive, Sunday 28 July 2013
John and Heather – Holden Colorado
Geoff and Sonia – Toyota Land Cruiser
Iain and Tracey, Aaron and Bethany – Toyota Land Cruiser
Mark and Carolyn – Nissan Patrol
Trevor and Barb – Toyota Land Cruiser
Ken and Ruth ‐ Toyota Land Cruiser
Steve and Val ‐ Toyota Land Cruiser

Our Meet and Greet drive, lead by Steve and Val, commenced at Golden Grove Bakery (breakfast),
and followed a route through Tea Tree Gully, winding towards Mt Pleasant bakery (morning tea) via
Mt Crawford and on to Lyndoch Bakery (lunch!), through Springton, Eden Valley and Williamstown
areas.
The drive took us through picturesque scenery. It was a beautiful day. The sun was shining and the
countryside is looking really beautiful and green. The dams are full and we saw lots of fauna
including sheep, kangaroos, cows, alpacas, deer and
emus.
One of the tracks through Mt Crawford presented a
challenge when we came across a large tree blocking our
access. Luckily Steve, a good boy scout, was prepared
and had a chainsaw in the 4WD. He proceeded to clear
the roadway quickly and it wasn’t long before we were
off again (Phil, note in the photos that Steve was
wearing his safety gear!)

The gravel roads kicked up a bit of dust as we’d had a few sunny days without rain but we managed
to find a couple of good tracks with mud and water that provided some interesting driving and
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dirtied up the vehicles. And, other than one small U turn near Mt Pleasant (apparently that
was planned!) the rest of the trip was uneventful.
Thank you very much to Steve and Val (and Trevor and Barb) for organising a lovely day.

